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3 ETRI

Abstract. With the increased popularity of polymorphic and register spring attacks, exploit signatures
intrusion detection systems (IDS) can no longer rely only on exploit signatures. Vulnerability signatures
that pattern match based on properties of the vulnerability instead of the exploit should be employed.
Recent research has proposed three classes of vulnerability signatures but its approach cannot address
complex vulnerabilities such as the ASN.1 Double-Free. Here we introduce Petri nets as a new class
of vulnerability signature that could potentially be used to detect all kinds of vulnerabilities. Petri
nets can be automatically generated and are very easily represented as a graph making it easier to
understand and debug. We analyzed it along side the three other classes of vulnerability signatures
in relation to the Windows ASN.1 vulnerability. The results were very promising due to the very low
false positive rate and 0% false negative rate. Comparing with the other classes, only Turing machines
provided a better identification rate but they incur significant performance overhead.

1 Introduction

With the increased popularity of polymorphic and register spring attacks, exploit signatures intrusion de-
tection systems (IDS) can no longer rely only on exploit signatures. Vulnerability signatures that pattern
match based on properties of the vulnerability instead of the exploit should be employed. Third generation
vulnerabilities [17], such as double free, still are unpatched, for the most part. Although there a great number
of works in the literature focusing on traditional classes of vulnerabilities, such as buffer overflows and format
strings, double-frees have not received much attention.

Host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS) has been shown successful in stopping many worm at-
tacks [4, 5, 9, 13, 15, 19] but there is still a desire to detect potential attacks at the network level. Network-
based intrusion detection systems (NIDS) have the potential of reducing network traffic and increasing host
efficiency and rely heavily on signatures.

Exploit-based signatures based on pattern-matching have been show of limited effectiveness in detecting
worm attacks. The problem is that many different attacks can exploit the same vulnerability. In addition,
polymorphism and metamorphism exponentially expand the required number of signatures for a single exploit
[6]. Consequently, recent research has started to focus on signatures based on the vulnerability [3,6]. However,
recent approach [3] cannot be applied to complex vulnerabilities such as ASN.1 Double-Free.

In this paper we propose a new class of signature using Petri nets that addresses double-frees such as the
ASN.1 vulnerability. They can also be applied in less complex vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows and
format strings and are automatically generated using an intrusion detection system and a symbolic execution
tool.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses vulnerability and exploits signatures.
Section 3 describes the ASN.1 Double-Free vulnerability. Section 4 discusses in detail our Petri net approach.
In Section 5 we present the tests we have performed to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using the
ASN.1 vulnerability. We have also compared our approach, in relation to ASN.1, with other three classes of
vulnerability signatures presented in the literature. Section 6 discusses related work. Our conclusions and
future work are presented in Section 7.



2 Vulnerability Signatures versus Exploit Signatures

This paper deals with vulnerability signatures as opposed to exploit signatures, and here, we explain the
difference between a vulnerability and an exploit; these terms are often used interchangeably although they
are completely different.

Vulnerabilities are errors, flaws, weaknesses and lapses of security introduced to computer systems dur-
ing the software engineering process (requirements, analysis, design, implementation, tests, operation and
maintenance) that allow unauthorized access and actions into the system (vulnerability exploitation) [2].
Some of the worst vulnerabilities allow attackers (those who explore vulnerabilities) to run their code on
the compromised system. A vulnerability signature must not be based on malicious code or return addresses
because these aspects can be different for every exploit or altered using polymorphism or register springs
(use of known, static jumps in the source code to jump to malicious code), for instance [6, 12]. This means
that a vulnerability signature must be based on properties of the vulnerability instead of the properties of
the exploit. For example, a buffer overflow will always need to send too many bytes into a limited buffer to
overwrite data on the stack. While exploit signatures will look for data that is in the buffer, a vulnerability
signature will look for any string of bytes that is long enough to overrun the buffer.

An exploit is an instance of code or bytes conforming to a certain application protocol that explores a
vulnerability in a networked application so that management information (stack pointers, heap management
pointers, user identity data, configuration data and so on) is corrupted with malicious data. When this
data is used by the architecture, the OS or the vulnerable program the malware is activated and allows
an attacker to take control of the system. Exploit packets are the packet(s) that triggered the execution
of the exploit and, in practice, they are used as exploit signatures. Signatures for exploits have become
the most common way of blocking malicious attacks primarily due to the fact that they are the easiest to
derive out of the exploit traces. They can be created by searching for patterns within the exploit packets
based on the attack. The problem is that many different attacks can exploit the same vulnerability. In
addition, polymorphism and metamorphism exponentially expand the required number of signatures for
a single exploit [6]. A polymorphic exploit usually alters unimportant bytes or use encryption, whereas
a metamorphic exploit uses equivalent instructions to achieve the same result. Despite the great number
of possible exploits, the number of vulnerabilities is always finite. Therefore, creating signatures based on
vulnerabilities instead of exploits is far more effective.

In spite of that, there is still some ambiguity left based on the fact that the exact vulnerability may
be unknown without knowing the intention of the code programmers. For example, the ASN.1 double free
vulnerability is caused because a freed chunk is returned from realloc when it is expected to be allocated.
The vulnerability could either be the problem with realloc, because it should never return a freed chunk, or a
problem with the ASN.1 function because realloc was used incorrectly. As a result, a vulnerability signature
will not necessarily detect all exploits for a certain vulnerability, but all exploits for a vulnerable piece of
code. Here we define vulnerability signature as a signature based on the properties of a vulnerable piece of
code that allow any exploit targeting that piece of code to be successful.

Vulnerability signatures should have three key properties in order to be considered a good signature. First,
the signature should not allow any false negatives. This is crucial because if a single attack is not detected by
the signature then the entire network could be compromised. Second, the signature should match very few
false positives because false positives will interfere with typical operations of the network. Too many false
positives can act like a denial of service attack. Third, the signature matching time should not create any
significant overhead. In this paper, these three properties will be used to evaluate our new vulnerability class
and also to compare our approach with three vulnerability classes proposed in the literature [3]. Additionally,
the signature should be automatically generated. The primary reason for this is that it may be infeasible
to manually create a signature in a reasonable amount of time. Automatic generation of the signatures will
ensure that networks are protected as quickly as possible. Also, the signature should be easy to manually
understand in case analysis or modification is required.



3 The ASN.1 Double-Free Vulnerability

The ASN.1 Windows Vulnerability (MS04-007) is a double-free vulnerability announced in February 2004
and is known to affect almost all unpatched Windows operating systems including: Microsoft Windows 98,
2000, ME, XP, and 2003 [22]. The bug has the potential to allow a malicious hacker to obtain administrative
access to the machine. In addition the vulnerability properties of the attack are completely data and control
flow sensitive and can easily be made polymorphic.

Abstract Syntax Notation 1 (ASN.1) [10] is used to ensure that a message is interpreted by the receiver
in the exact way the sender intended it to be. The syntax is a well defined set of rules and is utilized by many
widely used Windows services including Microsoft’s Internet Information Services (IIS), Exchange SMTP
server, and Server Message Block (SMB). The basic encoding rules (BER) of ASN.1 build the message using
various well defined types. The basic format is type(1 byte) [Parameters of type] Data. For example,
a bit string type has the tag 0x03 and takes in two parameters of one byte each. The first parameter is the
length (in bytes) and the second parameter is the number of unused bytes in the string.

3.1 Vulnerability Description

The ASN.1 vulnerability occurs while decoding certain ASN.1 messages that utilize the constructed bitstrings
type. A constructed bitstring has the tag 0x23 and takes in a single one byte length parameter. The size
of a constructed bitstring can be expanded the same way the size of a bitstring is expanded. Within the
constructed bitstring there can be two subtypes: a bitstring or another constructed bitstring.

Fig. 1. Chunk Headers in a Windows Heap

Whenever Windows receives an ASN.1 message it will use functions in MSASN1.dll to decode the message.
The function that decodes constructed bitstrings contains a double free vulnerability [22]. A double free attack
occurs when a chunk that is already freed gets freed again. For example, a programmer first allocates 8 bytes
of memory for the variable temp which gets stored in chunk C. After using the space, the programmer later
frees temp. After it is freed, temp will be inserted into the free list (a doubly linked data structure of freed
chunks of memory). The forward and backward pointers of the free list are stored in the first 8 data bytes of
the freed chunk (Figure 1). After it has been freed, the programmer mistakenly uses temp and writes X in
the first 4 bytes and Y in the second 4 bytes of temp. Then the programmer frees temp again. The system
will then try to insert temp into the free list for a second time right before where it is already inserted. The
resulting link and unlink commands that are typical for a doubly linked data structure will then execute.
However, since the forward and backward pointers have been overwritten it will produce different results.
If you are trying to insert chunk A before B the link and unlink will take 4 operations. First, A->fw gets
set to B. Second, A->bk gets set to B->bk. Third, B->bk->fw gets set to A. Last, B->bk gets set to A. In



the corrupted case where chunk C is inserted before chunk C, first C->fw gets set to C. This will just make
C->fw point to itself. The second step will cause C->bk to be set to C->bk. Third, C->bk->fw will be set
to C. But C->bk has been set to Y. So Y->fw, or the first 4 bytes in Y will be set to the address of C.
This is the key step because if Y is the address of a function pointer it will now call C instead of whatever
function it is supposed to call. Then lastly, C->bk will be set to C. This means that C->fw and C->bk will
both end up pointing to itself (Figure 2). If the data stored in memory location Y is a function pointer, the
control flow will be altered when the function pointer is called.

Fig. 2. Write to Arbitrary Memory Location Using a Double Free Attack

Since double free vulnerabilities are well known, most commercial programs do not permit arbitrary
write to freed chunks on the heap. However, due to a property of the realloc function the ASN.1 decoder in
Windows allows a write to a pointer that is incorrectly assumed to point to allocated space. When decoding
constructed bitstrings in the Windows ASN.1 decoder, it will be necessary to allocate space for any bitstrings
present based on the given length. The problem will occur in only certain circumstances when the ASN.1
bitstring decoder is called; it will be called whether the bitstring is constructed or not. If it is constructed it
will be called recursively to process embedded bitstrings. The bug is present within a constructed bitstring
after at least one bitstring has been processed. Then if that bitstring is followed by a constructed bitstring
and a bitstring inside the error will occur. This is because after any bitstring is processed then the bitstring
buffer will not be freed. However, after a constructed bitstring is detected the bitstring buffer will be freed.
This will cause realloc to return the freed pointer and allow overwriting of the free list pointers.

There are many aspects that make Windows ASN.1 attack particularly interesting. First, it is an example
of a double-free vulnerability which was discovered much later than buffer overflows and format string
vulnerabilities and are still present in many programs. They are much harder to detect statically and to
perform signature generation than buffer overflow and format string vulnerabilities. Further, this vulnerability
is control flow sensitive, data flow sensitive, and easily made polymorphic or metamorphic, which makes
creating a strong signature for it particularly difficult. We explain these aspects below.

The control flow of the program refers to the order in which the individual instructions are executed.
Control statements such as branches and conditional jumps can alter the control flow of a program. An
attack is control flow sensitive if the success of the attack is affected by which branches are taken or not
taken. In this case, altering a single bit can be the difference between a valid packet and an attack packet
because the control flow will be altered. A control flow sensitive attack means that without a very strong
signature that takes into account strict ordering then a large number of false positives will be obtained.
Other vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows and format strings may not have this property. For example,
most buffer overflows will not be affected by changing the control flow. If the same number of bytes is in
the packet then the buffer will still be overrun. The same can be said about format string attacks. The data
flow of a program refers to how the data of the packet is interpreted. The ASN.1 vulnerability is data flow
sensitive because the value of one byte of data effects how other bytes of the data are interpreted.



Recent work [6, 12] has already shown that exploits can be very easily made polymorphic through the
use of encryption and register springs. The ASN.1 vulnerability can also be made polymorphic as well. For
example, the constructed bitstring that is used in the Kill-Bill exploit [7] can be made polymorphic by
randomizing the bits and encrypting the exploit code. Also the invalid address and the overwritten function
pointers can be varied. Although the vulnerability requires the use of constructed bitstring and bitstring
tags, there are three properties that can be easily changed to make the vulnerability more complicated.
First, the bitstrings can be of any size. Additionally, the use of the unused bytes tag can make it even easier
to vary the sizes without ever changing the size of the exploit string. Second, there can be one or more
constructed bitstring tag in between the two bitstrings. Third, the bitstrings that cause realloc to return a
freed pointer can be put anywhere into the constructed bitstring. So the exploit bitstrings can be placed at
the very beginning or embedded within multiple constructed bitstrings. These properties of the vulnerability
create additional complications in creating a powerful signature.

4 A Petri Net Approach

A Petri net is a graphical and mathematical modeling tool and language used to represent discrete distributed
systems [11]. As a modeling language, it graphically depicts the structure of a distributed system as a directed
bipartite graph with annotations and has place nodes, transition nodes, and directed arcs connecting places
with transitions [21].In this instance they will be used to generate a vulnerability signature for the ASN.1
vulnerability. The key advantage here will be the ability of Petri nets to keep state and thus the important
sizes and loops can be tracked. Although Petri nets are complex, even complicated vulnerability signatures,
like the ASN.1 signature, can be represented in a reasonable size graph.

A petri net graph is basically comprised of five things: places, transitions, arcs, weights, and tokens.
Tokens are used to help keep state, and there can be 0 or more tokens at any place. The places, represented
by circles, are basically the different states of the graph. Transitions, represented by rectangles, are the
processes that occur in order for tokens to change places. The arcs are the arrows that represent which
places are the inputs for a transition and which are the outputs. The weights indicate how many tokens from
each place are required to allow the transition to trigger. Figure 3 has a small example of matching strings
that are of the form aN bN . Graphs are a very convenient way to express Petri nets, but more precision is
required to accurately create good signatures. Formally a Petri net can be represented by a 5-tuple, PN =
P, T, F, W, M0 where: P = { p1, p2, ..., pm} is a finite set of places, T = { t1, t2, ..., pm} is a finite set of
transitions, F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is a set of arcs (flow relation), W: F → { 1, 2, 3, ...} is a weight function
and M0: P → { 0, 1, 2, 3, ...} is the initial marking.

λM λ

M=&M[1]

M[0]==b

M=&M[1]

M=&M[1]

M[0]==a

Fig. 3. Petri Net Example: Matches Strings of the form aN bN

4.1 Petri Net Signature Generation using Symbolic Execution

We have extended the DACODA symbolic execution tool [6] to automatically generate the Petri net signa-
ture for the ASN.1 vulnerability. DACODA is an extension of the Bochs virtual machine and can track down



network bytes by performing full-system symbolic execution [8] on every machine instruction. It runs inte-
grated with the Minos intrusion detection system [5] and can analyze an attack at the moment it is detected.
Minos is a microarchitecture that implements Biba’s low-water-mark integrity policy [1] on individual words
of data and can catch zero-day control-flow hijacking attacks. In this microarchitecture, every 32-bit word
of memory and general-purpose register is augmented with an integrity bit, which is set by the kernel when
it writes data into them. This bit is set to low or high, depending on the trust the kernel has for it. Data
coming from the network are usually regarded as low integrity. Any control transfer involving untrusted data
is considered a vulnerability, and a hardware exception traps to the VM whenever this occurs. DACODA
makes use of a symbolic memory space (including the memory of the Ethernet device) and a symbolic register
bank to store information about the propagation of network bytes in our system. Each component of this
symbolic storage area has a 1:1 correspondence with the real component in the system architecture. The
network bytes propagation information is stored in objects called Expressions, which can be of several types,
for instance, Label, Operation, Predicate, DoubleExpression and QuadExpression.

A Label has a unique integer that identifies it. An Operation is characterized by the operation that is
performed in its two operands, which can be any type of Expression. A Predicate is formed by a specific
relation comparing an Expression on the left-hand side and another on the right-hand side. A DoubleEx-
pression represents the two Expressions associated with each byte of a 16-bit word, and a QuadExpression is
formed by the four Expressions associated with the four bytes of a 32-bit word. DACODA discovers equality
predicates every time labeled data or a symbolic expression is explicitly used in a conditional control flow
transfer.

We describe how DACODA works with the example given in Figure 4. First, when a network packet
is read from the Ethernet device, we create a Label object identified by a unique integer for every byte
of the packet. Suppose a byte from a network packet is labeled with “Label 1832” when it is read from
the Ethernet card. As the byte is stored in the Ethernet device memory, its corresponding label object is
stored in the Ethernet device symbolic memory. DACODA then follows the byte through the device into the
processor where the kernel reads it into a buffer. In this case wherever the byte is stored, DACODA tracks
it down through its Label in the symbolic storage space. Suppose the kernel copies this byte into user space
and a user process moves it into the AL register, adds the integer 4 to it, and makes a control flow transfer
predicated on the result being equal to 10.

; AL.expr <− (Label 1832)

2. add     al,4
; AL.expr <− (ADD AL.expr 4)
; AL.expr == (ADD (LABEL 1832) 4) 

3. cmp     al,10
; ZF.left <− AL.expr
; ZF.left == (ADD (Label 1832) 4) 
; ZF.right <− 10

4. je  JumpTargetIfEqualToTen
; P = Predicate(EQUAL ZF.left ZF.right)
; P == (EQUAL (ADD (Label 1832) 4) 10) 
; if (ZF == 1) 
;   AddToSetOfKnownPredicates(P); 
; Discover predicate if branch taken 

1. mov     al,[AddressWithLabel1832]

Fig. 4. DACODA Example



For the first instruction DACODA stores an Expression of type Label (number 1832) into our symbolic AL
register. For the second instruction, DACODA creates an Operation object with operation ADD, operand1
Label 1832 and operand2 Constant 4 and stores this object into our symbolic AL register. The Zero Flag
(ZF) is used by the Pentium for indicating equality or inequality. DACODA associates two expressions with
ZF, left and right, to store the expressions for the last two data that were compared. ZF can also be set by
various arithmetic instructions but only explicit comparison instructions set the left and right pointers in
DACODA. Thus, in the third instruction DACODA sets the left expression of ZF to be the expression stored
at the AL symbolic register and the right expression to Constant 10. If any subsequent instruction checks
ZF and finds it to be set, DACODA creates an equality predicate. This is exactly what happens for the
last instruction in our example, with DACODA discovering the predicate (in prefix notation),“(EQUAL (ADD

(Label 1832) 4) 10)”. DACODA defines a strong, explicit equality predicate to be an equality predicate
that is exposed because of an explicit check for equality.

Whenever Minos catches an attack, DACODA provides information about it, such as processes involved,
if the attack involved kernel or user processes, tokens that compose the attack trace and the predicates found.

4.2 The Signature Generation Process

We have modified DACODA to detect if the attack contains a constructed bitstring that will exploit the
ASN.1 vulnerability. In general there are two pieces of information that need to be placed into the ASN.1 Petri
net signature, the headers and the sizes. The headers can be easily generated because they are automatically
detected when DACODA finds an equality predicate. The sizes are always in the bytes immediately following
the headers so those can be found based on where the equality predicates are. The start place is automatically
inserted into the Petri net by searching for the first predicate relative in the ASN.1 attack (0x23). After that
when DACODA detects an equality predicate it will be used to generate a new transition. If an equality
predicate has already been seen, then the output of the transition will lead back to the original place already
generated.

In addition to looking at the equality predicate, DACODA will also keep track of the next four bytes.
The justification of this is based on the fact that equality predicates often represent tags or headers of a
packet. Then the size (if applicable) will be one or more of the next four bytes. Based on this assumption,
the next step is to determine how far the next byte used in an equality predicate is away from this one
in terms of a constant and the size bytes that were recorded. The current implementation chooses from a
list of possible formulas. Currently there are eight formulas that DACODA can choose from. If A B C and
D are the four bytes following the tag they are: A, B, C, D, A+B, A-B, (A<<4)+B -C, other (constant
number). The last two formulas are relevant for the ASN.1 Petri net signature. The correct formula can be
determined based on how far away the next equality predicate is. In order to track the size DACODA will
add places and transitions to keep track of the length by creating tokens. The places and transitions will
be generated based on the formula that was detected. This stored length can be used for comparison and
to figure out where other headers would be. The size can be calculated in tracked by Petri nets by adding
an extra transition that will produce tokens until a certain result is reached. This concept can be seen in
Figure 3 where the number of a’s seen gets calculated and then is used to see if the correct number of b’s
are present. DACODA generates Petri net places and transitions to track the sizes after the size is detected
from the list of formulas. Closely tracking the sizes and headers accounts for the control flow and data flow
sensitivity and will eliminate many false positives. The execution point at which Minos stops the attack
represents the attack place. If a token reaches the final place than an attack occurred.

The Petri net outputted is consistent with the formal definition of a Petri net [11]. Figure 5 represents
the formal definition of the Petri net vulnerability signature for the ASN.1 double free vulnerability. The
formal definition can be easily transformed into a signature checker using a program that will interpret the
Petri net.



Fig. 5. Petri Net Graph for the ASN.1 Vulnerability Signature Format

5 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our proposed Petri Net class of double-free vulnerability signature. First, we show
that previous approaches [3] are not effective for vulnerabilities such as the ASN.1 Double-Free addressed in
this paper. The three classes of vulnerability signatures proposed in a recent work [3] are regular expressions,
symbolic constraint notation, and Turing machines. Since the automatic signature generation techniques
used in [3] are not available to us, the vulnerability signature for each class had to be manually created. It is
important to point out that since manual creation was utilized, the vulnerability signatures are more specific
and efficient (yield better results in false positives, false negatives, and time overhead) than if the signatures
had been automatically created.

Looking at the properties of the ASN.1 vulnerability implies that the vulnerability signature must be
based on the constructed bitstring headers. The only difference between an exploit message and a regular
message will be the order of bitstrings and constructed bitstrings. But more information about the headers,
such as the length of bitstrings, can be added to reduce false positives. A list of properties that must be
true to produce an attack is seen below where 0xXX indicates that the byte value can be anything and
0xNN, 0xPP, 0xQQ, etc. indicates that the value of the byte should be N, P, Q, etc. respectively: (i) The
pattern must begin with one or more constructed bitstring headers: 0x23(tag) 0xXX(size) or 0x23(tag)
0x80(tag) 0xXX(size) 0xXX(size), (ii) Afterwards there can be one or more bitstring headers followed by
the bitstring: 0x03(tag) 0xLL(size) 0xMM(unused bits) 0xXXL−M (bitstring data) or 0x03(tag) 0x80(tag)
0xLL(size) 0xMM(size) 0xKK(unused bits) 0xXX(L<<4)+M−K where the last bitstring’s size is not zero,
where L-M refers to the mathematical result of L - M and (L<<4) +M - K refers to the binary representation
of L shifted 4 bits to the left then that result is added to M-K, (iii) There must be one or more constructed
bitstring headers: 0x23(tag) 0xXX(size)or 0x23(tag) 0x80(tag) 0xXX(size) 0xXX(size) and (iv) The second of
the two consecutive bitstrings should appear: 0x03(tag) 0xLL(size) 0xMM(unused bits) 0xXXL−M (bitstring
data) or 0x03(tag) 0x80(tag) 0xLL(size) 0xMM(size) 0xKK(unused bits) 0xXX(L<<4)+M−K where the last
bitstring’s size is not zero.

Regular expressions are perhaps the most widely used pattern recognition scheme for its power and
efficiency. However, in the case of describing the ASN.1 vulnerability signature it cannot distinguish between
some valid traces and malicious traces. The reason is that regular expressions do not take into account
bitstring length and may misinterpret bytes. The content of the bitstrings can always have sequences that
look like headers, but regular expressions will not be able to determine if it is a header or if it is data. As
a result, signatures created for the ASN.1 vulnerability that do not produce false negatives using regular
expressions will produce false positives and those that do not produce false positives have false negatives. For
the purposes of this experiment, in order to show that the ASN.1 attack could be detected by vulnerability
signatures it is important to eliminated false negatives. Figure 6 shows a regular expression for ASN.1.



Fig. 6. Single Regular Expression for the ASN.1 Vulnerability

The Symbolic Constraint signature class is represented by a set of Boolean formulas. The power of these
signatures over regular expressions is that it has the power to specify a range of input bytes or any specific
input byte for comparison with a value. However, they do not have the capability to handle loops. Due
to the recursive nature of the ASN.1 constructed bitstring structure, loops are necessary in the signature.
Although approximations can be made in the symbolic constraint notation, any reasonable signature would
be extremely long. The symbolic constraint signature seen in Figure 7 is very drawn out, but it is still not
enough to deal with the complexity of the ASN.1 vulnerability. This symbolic constraint signature will look
for a constructed bitstring. Then within that constructed bitstring it will look for a bitstring of length n

and then look for another constructed bitstring and a bitstring of length k afterwards. Then numbers n and
k are varied from 1 to 128 to keep the length down. But still that is 16,384 combinations. Of course if the
bitstrings have a longer length they will still not be detected by this symbolic constraint signature.

Turing machines will of course be able to represent the ASN.1 vulnerability signature because the full
ASN.1 constructed bitstring decoder function can simply be emulated. However, Turing machines are quite
complicated, very inefficient, and will not always terminate.

Fig. 7. Symbolic Constraint Signature for the ASN.1 Vulnerability

Second, we analyze the effectiveness of our Petri Net approach along with regular expressions, symbolic
constraint, Turing machines with regard to false positives, false negatives, and complexity. The results are
presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Signature Class Attacks False Negatives Valid Traces Seconds

ASN.1 Daemon 887965 0 112035 305

Regular Expressions 1000000 0 0 17

Symbolic Constraints 71691 928309 0 144

Turing Machines 887965 0 112035 72

Petri Nets 1000000 0 0 71
Table 1. Four Vulnerability Signatures Classifying Randomly Generated ASN.1 Attack Packets

In order to test for false negatives for each signature class a random ASN.1 constructed bitstring generator
was developed to create a large number of bitstrings that will generate an attack. Each length in the con-
structed bitstring uses a random number generator to construct one million attack traces. Each attack trace



was specifically generated to contain bitstrings and constructed bitstrings in an order that would constitute
an attack. However, zero length bitstrings were allowed so not all of the traces would constitute an attack.
Using a specially designed ASN.1 daemon modeled after the Windows ASN1BERDecBitstring function [7],
each of the 1,000,000 attack traces was tested to see if it would cause a double free attack. About 88% of
the bitstrings were determined to cause an attack. The other 12% would not result in an attack.

The Turing machine signature returned the best results because it has no false negatives. Regular ex-
pressions and Petri nets are both able to detect all the attack packets, but the valid packets due to zero
length strings are also detected creating false positives. Fortunately, Petri net signatures can easily eliminate
this type of error by adding an extra place and lambda transition. However, the automatically generated
Petri net signature is not yet capable of producing this result. The regular expression used in this paper
was specifically constructed to achieve zero false negatives. Due to the limitations of regular expressions this
construction will produce many more false positives (Table 2). However, symbolic constraint signature is
limited in detecting attack packets. Only 7% of the packets were found, so about 93% of potential attacks
were missed. The recursive nature of the ASN.1 Windows vulnerability is the reason that symbolic constraint
signatures yield worse results than regular expressions. For simpler vulnerabilities symbolic constraints will
perform better. In order to rectify this problem, an even longer symbolic constraint signature would need to
be developed. However, this will also increase the time overhead.

Signature Class False Positives Seconds

Regular Expressions 167432 934

Symbolic Constraints 7 967

Turing Machines 0 1083

Petri Nets 3 917
Table 2. Four Vulnerability Signatures Classifying Real Traffic Data

Table 2 contains the results when running the signatures against real traffic data. Each signature was
used to check one gigabyte of trace data to search for any matching patterns. The TCP dump that was used
represents real traffic from a research institute in Taiwan and contains about 4.8 million traces of which
about 1.4 million had the ASN.1 tag present. The traffic data does not contain any attacks so any matching
trace is considered a false positive. As expected the regular expression signature is much too general and
returns a very large number of false positives. The high number of false positives for regular expressions is
due to the lack of knowledge of size. It will match traces that have the 0x23 tag at the beginning and the rest
of the pattern at the end regardless of the size bits. The results for symbolic constraint signatures and Petri
nets yielded a small number of false positives with an execution time that was about 11-15% faster than the
Turing machine signature scheme. The three false positives detected by Petri nets are all contained within the
seven false positives detected by symbolic constraint notation. Those seven false positives were also part of
the 167,432 false positives detected by the regular expression signature. Although Turing machine signature
matching was clearly slower, it did have the advantage of 0 false positives.

One of the traces that was matched as an attack by Petri net, symbolic constraint, and regular expressions
is displayed in Figure 8. The bolded part is the sequence in the trace that is causing the false positive. This
particular trace is a TCP packet found in the trace file. Although this sequence does closely resemble an
attack, it is correctly identified by Turing machines because the initial constructed bitstring has a length
of only two bits. Therefore none of the following sequences would actually be analyzed by the vulnerable
Windows ASN.1 decoding function. This extra size constraint was not automatically generated by a Petri net
signature and is too complex for symbolic constraint and regular expression signatures. It is unclear whether
the automatically generated Petri net signature can be expanded to also track the size of each constructed
bitstring to eliminate this type of false positive. As a result, a valid trace will be classified as an attack.



However, this pattern did not occur often in the large number of test cases where the false positive rate has
been shown to be much less than 1% for Petri nets.

Fig. 8. Example of False Positive

The results in these tests show the inadequacy of regular expression and symbolic constraint signatures
due to false positives and false negatives respectively. Turing machines have been utilized in this example to
produce perfect results, but they still have the problem of becoming undecidable. According to [3], Turing
machines will not terminate for certain signatures. In addition, the automatic generation of Turing machine
signatures will be produced using low level instruction code generated from the binary which would be very
hard to verify or debug. Conversely, Petri nets are naturally represented as a graph which is very easy to
interpret meaning from. Test results showed Petri nets are capable of accurately representing the complex
ASN.1 vulnerability signature producing no false negatives and a very small number of false positives (less
than 1%). The time overhead of the Petri net signature was also significantly less than turning machines. In
addition, Petri net signatures can be automatically generated with a symbolic execution tool like DACODA.
Generation and verification is a very important aspect of vulnerability signatures because it is very important
that they are implemented quickly. One other comparison factor for the four signatures is the signature size.
The longer the signature the more space overhead it will require. Also more time overhead will be needed
to process it. Regular expressions produced the smallest signature, 80 bytes, whereas, symbolic constraint
notation produced the largest signature, 123 kilobytes. The sizes of the Petri net signature, 1.8 kilobytes,
and the Turing machine signature, 3.2 kilobytes, were pretty similar. Consequently, Petri net vulnerability
signatures performed best overall for the four properties of an ideal signature.

6 Related Work

Current defense against malicious activity can be split up into two types of intrusion detection systems: host
based and network based.

Host based systems [4, 5, 9, 13, 15, 19] have the distinct advantage over network based systems of being
able to utilize all of the information that exists on the host, making detection much more feasible because of
this extra information. However, preventing attacks at the network level would cause less congestion on the
network and save valuable host resources for useful work. In addition, due to the many hosts that may be
on a network, deploying intrusion detection is more feasible if it only needs to be done once to protect the
entire network.

Network intrusion detection systems traditionally rely on exploit based signatures [12,16,18,20,23]. The
exploit based signatures for attacks like buffer overflows, are most commonly the no-op sleds or malicious
shell codes of the exploit. However, due to register springs and polymorphism exploit signatures are basically
useless without requiring an exponential number of different signatures [6]. One other variation of a NIDS



utilizes network emulation to execute the possible paths for every trace [14]. However, running the program
at the network level produces a considerable delay and is limited by only detecting single packet attacks.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Although security in software programs has improved, current attacks have become more complicated and
harder to detect using traditional exploit based signatures. The ASN.1 vulnerability is a great example
of an advanced double free vulnerability that is very hard to detect due to its control flow and data flow
sensitive nature. Vulnerability signatures are a new method of detecting intrusions that uses properties of the
vulnerability that must be prevalent in all possible exploits of that vulnerability. Petri nets were introduced
as a new class of vulnerability signature that could potentially be used to detect all kinds of vulnerabilities.
In order to test this new class, it was analyzed along side three other classes of vulnerability signatures
presented in the literature [3] in relation to the Windows ASN.1 vulnerability. The results of the Petri net
class were very promising due to the very low false positive rate and 0% false negative rate. Only Turing
machines provided a better identification rate. However, Petri nets can be automatically generated using
a symbolic execution tool like DACODA and are very easily represented as a graph making it easier to
understand and debug. Turing Machines also have a distinct disadvantage of time overhead.

Petri nets appear extremely promising as a vulnerability signature class even though they have only
been shown to work against a single vulnerability. Testing the effectiveness of Petri net signatures on other
vulnerabilities is left for future research although the same methodology should be applicable for other
vulnerabilities. The ASN.1 double free vulnerability was specifically chosen because of its complexity. Even
though the ASN.1 double free vulnerability is control flow sensitive and data flow sensitive the predicates
detected were still sufficient to automatically generate the Petri net signature. Simpler vulnerabilities will be
even easier to generate signatures for with a few modifications to DACODA. Other double free vulnerabilities
can also be detected by tracking the equality predicates in DACODA. The simpler attacks will not need to
take into account the size of bitstrings like the ASN.1 double free vulnerability signature did. In the cases
where the vulnerability is not data flow sensitive the length in between predicates can just be set to a constant
instead of an expression. Conversely, for other complex attacks, the formulas used for the size may need to be
expanded to detect other kinds of attacks. Buffer overflow vulnerabilities can also be detected by taking the
distance in between predicates into account. Other vulnerabilities, like format string vulnerabilities, should
be able to be detected simply using the equality predicates and rules already set in DACODA because the
critical properties, like the format inconsistency, will be detected.
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